
Mortgage

Word Watch
byJoeMiles

Like so many English words,

'mortgage' is French – or more

specifically, two French words

jammed together. 'Mort' , which

directly translates to 'death', and

'gage', which directly translates to

'pledge'. That's right, 'mortgage'

directly translates as 'death

pledge'.

The French don't use 'mortgage',

but rather 'hypothèque' or

'emprunt-logement'. This is

possibly because of good taste,

good sense, or generally having no

will whatsoever to sign a death

pledge in exchange for a structure.

For those who are curious, the

word 'emprunt-logement' directly

translates as 'housing loan'.

I know people that have mortgaged

$600 000 at 7% interest (which has

the total repayments at

somewhere near $1 400 000), and

this doesn't include their hire

purchase $50 000 car at 1 5% and

the credit card bought $1 00 shoes

(and other assorted crap) at 1 9%. I

don't know about you, but I 'd

prefer another hole in the head!

Death pledge does seem a fitting

name for this behaviour – taking on

debt which, by design, lasts all but

the last years of a person's working

life. Which is the best case

scenario. These houses of cards can

be blown over by a gentle breeze,

just one job loss and a life's work

can vanish.

Well, for those of us who are small

enough to fail.
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Curiously Collaborative

Indignantly Independent

Disgustingly DIY

Where helpful opinions flourish,

useless points of view come to die,

and where we stand for what we

believe until, or unless, life shows us

to believe otherwise. Bringing you

views, news and reviews from across

the globe.

We write this zine for us. It's part of a

gratifying and possibly futile attempt

at holding onto our own sanity. We

edit, re-edit, lay out, throw away and

start again because it will always be

something we're proud of.

We've read, researched, laughed,

listened, cried and conversated - and

this zine is one way we can get our

heads around the things we've seen,

the things we know and the things

we've learned.

Where before we may have ceded our

responsibility for our own education,

this has come to an end. We no longer

cede our responsibility to learn or

keep learning, cede our decisions to

those who would happily decide for

us, or cede our attention to those who

would happily entertain us.

Remember folks, if the emperor looks

naked, the emperor is naked. It's time

we got together, point out what we

know and move on.
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recently I've thought the answer to that
question is no. The person I'm speaking
with is putting in a halfarsed effort
and, sometimes, clearly not even
listening at all.
I'm an imperfect person with, among
other things, imperfect patience, and
I've recently found that frustration is an
amazing energythief. In trying to
overcome what is a culturally valued
yet simplistic vocabulary, and a lifetime
of bad habits, I'll sometimes be careful
to explain what I believe a word to

mean, and how I intend it to be understood.
I can become frustrated when I feel I'm
failing myself. I'm not trying to engage in
a semantic debate by attempting to
redefine words, or 'win' an argument. I'm
trying to be clear, certain and focused.
I know that I have to keep putting in a lot
of effort – where I think I need to, I'll be
using language as deliberately as I think
necessary. Even though the NewSpeak
Dictionary is now in print, I won't be
reading it. I can only develop my thoughts
as far as I can articulate and test them. If
my thoughts, feelings and ideas stay unsaid
or undefined, they stay undeveloped, and
then what does that say about me? The
value of my life?
If there's a topic you don't want to discuss
with me, just say so. If you're not up for a
nonweather related discussion, just say so.
This way, we both save a lot of energy and
time. But I would love to explore with you.
If you do too, do keep in mind I'm going to
be as deliberate with my word choice as I
can – I'm trying my best with what I've got.
I can explore on my own, but it's not nearly
as much fun!

Joseph Miles

be careful to explain

what Ibelieve awordto

mean, andhowI intendit

to be understood"



“Writing is really very easy. Tap a vein
and bleed onto the page. Everything

else is just technical”
DerrickJensen

“Show me a man or a woman alone and
I 'll show you a saint. Give me two and
they'll fall in love. Give me three and
they'll invent the charming thing we call
'society'. Give me four and they'll build
a pyramid. Give me five and they'll
make one an outcast. Give me six and
they'll reinvent prejudice. Give me
seven and in seven years they'll

reinvent warfare. Man may have been
made in the image of God, but human
society was made in the image of His
opposite number, and is always trying

to get back home.”
Stephen King (from 'The Stand')

“Everybody has a secret world inside of
them. All of the people of the world, I
mean everybody. No matter how dull
and boring they are on the outside,

inside them they've all got
unimaginable, magnificent, wonderful,
stupid, amazing worlds. Not just one
world. Hundreds of them. Thousands

maybe.”
NeilGaiman

“The individual has always had to
struggle to keep from being

overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it,
you will be lonely often, and sometimes
frightened. But no price is too high to
pay for the privilege of owning

yourself”
Nietzsche

“Inside every old person is a young
person wondering what happened"

TerryPratchett

Candlebark school

Victoria, Australia

www.candlebark.info

Candlebark is a small independent

school set on 1 1 00 acres, founded

by novelist and English teacher

John Marsden in 2006. When

asked what the philosophy of the

school is, the principle answered

"we encourage students to be

adventrutous without being

stupid. 'Take care, take risks' could

be seen as the school motto".

Check out the curriculum tab for

the schools approach to core

subjects. As well as studying, the

children also fix water pumps,

collect and chop wood, use

chainsaws, and clean the school.
Fitzroy Community School

Victoria, Australia

www.fcs.vic.edu.au

FCS is a small alternative

independent school within the city

of Melbourne, founded in 1 976.

The focus of the school, aside from

the curriculum, is on the

independence, resilience, initiative

and communication skills of the

students - emphasis is on

preparation for life, not just

employment. FCS came up with it's

own method for teaching literacy

based on sounds, that has been

picked up by schools worldwide.
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When I do something, I get out what I put
in. I know my halfarsed efforts give me
halfarsed results, and my concentrated
effort leads some place I want to be. More
and more I've been thinking about the
deliberateness I choose to use when I
speak with others – when I try and
communicate.
From around my 21st birthday, I was
exploring ideas and values not necessarily
taught to me, and, on the whole, things I
had been discouraged from exploring.
Things like the value in work, the value
of time, the idea of connectedness and the
assumptions which my relationships had
been built on. For years I felt able to think
about, and communicate, my thoughts
using the vocabulary I already had. This,
now, is proving insufficient.
After nearon ten years of toying with
ideas, exploring values and playing with
assumptions, I have finally reached what
seems, for the moment, a bridge too far.
The subtleties now seem to need a
linguistic finesse, an almost surgical kind
of wordplay, for me to feel I have done
the concept some kind of justice, and,
ultimately, feel I have been understood.

I know that words have their obvious
problems in the world of
communication, and I know that short
of some kind of Vulcan mindmeld,
every form of communication is
imperfect. But I keep finding myself
remembering something  “Joe, you get
out of it what you put in.”
The thing which weighs on my mind is
this – is the person I'm speaking with,
the person I'm using energy and time
communicating with, putting in as
much as I'm putting in? A few times

Specificity

"In trying to overcome

what is a culturallyvalued

yetsimplisticvocabulary

...I'll sometimes
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byAdam Pellant
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Sophie Ellis

reduces the world to merely its physical
makeup. It changes the boundaries. If I
play by the same rules, I can do the same
with love: “I love this cup of tea”. In the
same way that sentence has achieved
certainty by being radically subjective (it's
my own personal truth), science achieves
certainty by leaving the subject, human
beings, out of the picture all together.

There's nothing really wrong with science
being synonymous with everything, except
that it's meaningless. And it's doing
something quite subversive I think, on a
human level; it's separating us from
reality, from ourselves and from each
other. Science will tell you that when
people run, endorphins are released in the
brain which make you feel good. But try
telling that to someone being chased by a

guy with a gun! Science will tell you that
people need to eat two serves of fruit a day.
But try telling that to someone with an
intolerance to fructose!

It's not that either of these scientific statements
are incorrect – they're just not specific enough.
In the same way “I love this cup of tea” is
true, “people love tea” is not really. I think
there's a kind of power in recognising it, like
recognising sexism for what it is. Words are
tools, and like any tool, they work best when
used deliberately and consciously. It's no
longer acceptable, or correct, to say “Women
are the weaker sex”, and I hope one day
science will be treated as such too – relegated
back to being a discipline and a perspective
amongst all the others.

It is a really good book though, and Bryson
isn't oblivious to the overstatement of his title.
He says: “It is a slightly arresting notion that if
you were to pick yourself apart with tweezers,
one atom at a time, you would produce a
mound of fine atomic dust, none of which had
ever been alive but all of which had once been
you”. We may be mostly water, endorphins
and grey matter – but that immeasurable bit
that's left over contains everything
meaningful, and valuable, about being human.

everything, except that

it'smeaningless"



In the soft misty folds
the ancient woodlands stir,

secret whisperings,
forgotten voices awoken
in the moons waning breath
the twilight rustling starts.

Tiptoes dance on dew drops
glimmering and mingling

arms entwined like branches
step lightly in the glade
weaving olden glances
oak leaves feather the air

the moonlight assemblies arise
in the deep ancient core.

A sharp snap of an intruder
pierces the night to a shiver
the clamouring wheeling wings
flock, whirring wildly frantic
as the phantom hooves thud
through the soft fine air.

The aspen tremors in the early hours,
a rowan tree solitary standing

with hanging berries,
like blood red tears weeping,
sighs of loss and betrayal sink
as the silver night slips away.

The Twilight Rustling Starts
byRomanyGarnett
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Synonymousness

Ever read Bill Bryson's “A Short History of
Nearly Everything”? It's a pretty interesting
read, but, that aside, it is also a rather
misleading title. It should be called “A Short
History of Science”, yet this didn't seem
obvious until after I read it. At the time, it
made sense to be about everything and
science at the same time because science is
the study of the universe and everything in it.
Science is a discipline that looks at what
makes up the earth physically; humans are
80% water, there are (x) amount of atoms,
the big bang theory. But when I think about
it, that isn't everything. It's not even remotely
close to everything! The book didn't have
one chapter on love. Or how to make
someone laugh. Or what the best recipe is.

There are other things like this as well –
being informed is synonymous with
parliamentary politics, money is
synonymous with value, legal is
synonymous with moral. I think you could
tell quite a lot about this culture by the things
it confuses with other things! Culturally, we
search for and value certainty in 'truth' –
which is why we think science encompasses
everything, because it involves everything
'knowable', everything 'certain'. We know
there isn't anything certain about love, or
good humour or great food, because there's

an obvious element of subjectivity in those
things. It depends on you as a person, what
your tastes are, what you're attracted to
and what you like.

But really, there's also an obvious element
of subjectivity in science as well. A
scientist can look at a room, tell you it's
made up entirely of atoms (x) (y) and (z)
(that you can't see, but he can name), and
then imply that he's given you all the
information about the room. It makes
sense to me on some level, because at
school I learnt that the universe is made up
of atoms. But it's still only one
perspective. Is the house made of wood?
Brick? Who lives there? Why does it smell
funny?

In order to achieve certainty, science

"There's nothing really

wrongwith science being

synonymouswith



Scared

I used to be scared of life. Not of being
alive, but scared of actually doing more
than just being. Until very recently I never
took any chances. My life was mostly
governed by my circumstances. I think most
of the choices made in my life were
determined by available paths and cultural
expectations. I never took a chance, never
sought out alternative possibilities, never
went looking for adventure.

In school, I let teachers and parents decide
what level of education was suitable for me.
I went on to college, mainly because I did
not know what else to do. I went to
university because I could and therefore
should. The moment I was legally allowed
to I was expected to get a job, which I did,
only ever changing jobs when a new one
presented itself to me and only when it
seemed an improvement on my current
situation. Even my first boyfriend sort of
happened. He was there, he seemed to like
me enough so why not.

I was scared most of my life. I was scared
of not being prepared enough for the future,
scared of losing my job or not being able to
find a new/better one. I was scared of

making the wrong choices, so I did not
make any. I was too scared of losing love
to actually enjoy being loved. I was too
scared of being alone to really get to
know, and like, myself. And I was too
scared of being inadequate to really
commit to anything. But mainly I was
scared of change. So I ended up just
being. Not actually living, but just
moving through life without giving it
much thought.

And then all of a sudden several things
happened to me. After 11 years my
relationship ended and I felt relieved. I
graduated from University, for the first

"Iwas scaredmostofmy

life...scaredofchange. So

Iendedup justbeing. Not
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I told my bank clerk
That I ’d found 5p

Down by the drinks machine
With results like this the world ticks! I feel like telling them

With results like this
I will enjoy chocolate and you needn’t worry about me

Then I leave with glee
And my common sense

Just about fully intact and ticking
Back to bodies of water and potatoes

What is ticking?
What is it that is ticking

Bank clerk?
In your magic emerald city

Of townscapes and silicone veins
What is it you people

In your shops and offices
Drink water for?

What is it? for it is something: I have seen it in your soldiery
What is it you people get your comradeship about

Keeping alive
And ticking

Into the shiny onward sun
With such a holy
And selfless
Sense of pride?

I told my Bank Clerk that I'd found 5p
byAdam Pellant



byJorine van Delft

time in years I was no longer a student,
and I felt relieved. I picked a date to quit
my job, regardless if a new one was
found, and I felt relieved.

All the energy that I had previously put
into trying to fit myself into the life I was
leading was suddenly released. I finally
felt anticipation, eagerness and hope for
the future. I finally felt brave enough and
ready to take a chance, so I did. I moved
to a different country, I left a steady job
for a seasonal one, I left the safety of
being near my friends and family and
plunged into the unknown.

The funny thing is that at first glance nothing
much has changed. I still let opportunity
guide me. I do not make plans. I let life take
me where I go. But the big difference now is
that I am no longer being lived. I am the one
doing the living. If new opportunities find me
I am happy to take a chance. I am not lived
anymore by my job, by bills, by other people,
by circumstances, by my fears. I feel useful
and appreciated, I feel loved. I no longer
bother with fitting in, I am no longer scared
to be different. I am no longer scared of
change, of following a different path. I am no
longer scared to live.

Being able to live has changed my life
completely. It has given me the opportunity
to change, to really connect to people, to
finally enjoy my own company, to learn new
things, to do crazy things and not feel like an
idiot, to make mistakes and laugh about it. To
fall in love with a stranger and to not
question but enjoy it.

A dark cloud has finally been lifted from my
mind. For the first time in so many years I
can finally say, “I love life” and mean it. And
I love it!

actuallyliving, but just

moving through life

withoutgiving itmuch

thought"

71 0

byAdam Pellant
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byJudith SevestreFrancesca

Francesca met her husband over 50 years
ago. She had many boyfriends, two
engagements and one failed marriage
behind her when she met Harry. Suddenly
life made sense, love was not just attraction
or infatuation. Love was comfort, complete
comfort. It felt like an eternal embrace, love
filled her up and up and up. Francesca had
met her soul mate and married him a year
later.

They were happily married for over 50
years. Well into their 70s, Francesca would
sometimes go on a trip with the local bus
and Harry would be waiting at the bus stop
for her to return. He would be there fifteen
minutes early, just in case the bus was early,
and she would be the first one to get off.
Every single time. After 50 years they
would still feel butterflies when they were
reunited. He adored her, she adored him.

Harry would still caress her shoulder in the
middle of a party, would still look at her
from across a room full of people, would
still hold her at night and kiss her in the
morning. For over 50 years they felt happy,
through tough and dark times, through good

and blissful times. They could not have any
children but this never made them doubt
their relationship. Their partnership was
one that held them both in equal union.

Harry fell ill with cancer, terminal cancer.
Francesca looked after her husband and
best friend, both knowing that the bond
was about to break but still genuinely
smiling at each other and still feeling in
love. He left the nurses in tears by telling
them over and over again, with tears
streaming down his face, that he couldn’t
die because he couldn’t leave his wife. He
never meant to leave her alone. He wasn’t
afraid of dying, he was afraid of leaving
her.

Three years after Harry’s death,
Francesca lives on her own in their house,
surrounded by a few of his pictures. Her
house is immaculate, and she just needs
me to help her with the vacuuming.
Francesca is 82 now, and often talks to
me about love and happiness, grief and
death. She tells me that being in love is
the best feeling in the world, and that she
is the luckiest person because she had
over 50 years of feeling it every day.

She tells me that because her love for her
husband was so strong, her loss is larger
than life as well. She tells me that every
day there is a moment where her grief
utterly overwhelms her and she feels

emptier than a black hole. She tells me about
how the fact that her husband was spared
from feeling this kind of grief is one of the
only things that keeps her going. She finds
strength in knowing he was always perfectly
happy with her. Francesca is getting weaker,
and it’s frustrating her. But in a way I feel
she is at peace with this as well.

I don’t think Francesca will ever stop
grieving, and as she told me her story I teared
up a bit while holding her vacuum cleaner
like a teddy bear. The value of her love for
Harry was so great that when she lost it, she
lost everything. Yet she still smiles when she
talks about him and still says she is the
luckiest person in the world, even though she
is in pain every single day. I like Francesca, a
lot. I grieve for Francesca’s pain, and hope at
the same time I’ll be just like her. She said
the risk of falling so deeply in love is that
when you lose it, it will leave a deep deep
hole. She also told me it is worth it a hundred
times over and I should never settle for less.

I think that was the best thing I’ve heard
today. Today was a good day.

"Francesca is 82 now...she

tellsme thatbeing in love

is the bestfeeling...and thatshe is the luckiest

person because she had

over50years offeeling it

everyday"




